
Program Board Agenda
Associated Students
April 15th, 2019 5:00 pm
SB Harbor Room

CALL TO ORDER: 5:01pm
A. MEETING BUSINESS

1. Roll Call

Name

Note:
absent (excused/not excused)

arrived late (time)
departed early (time)

proxy (full name)

Name

Note:
absent (excused/not excused)

arrived late (time)
departed early (time)

proxy (full name)
Adam Vingino Kelsey McBride
Anthony Sciuto Absent Kem Lopez
Ashley Ng Kiyomi Morrison
Bethel Tammerat Meagan Murdoch Late
Bryan Duran Nathaly Pacheco
Carla Martinez Niko Jordan Late
Chue Ching Xiong Nima Bencohen Absent
Elizabeth Rosales Ryanne Ross

Emma Kuskey
Proxy (Lexie Knibbs) until late
arrival 6:30PM Sarah Soren

Late

Jazz Smith-Torres Waylon Yen
Jessica Arnold Zack Higgins
Kailah Korsh Early Departure (7PM)

Acceptance of excused absences, absences, early departure and proxies
Jazz motions to accept the absence of Anthony and Nima, the lateness of Meagan, Kailah, Niko, and Sarah,  and accept proxy for
Emma, seconded by Bethel, consent with 17 present
B. PUBLIC FORUM

C. ACCEPTANCE of AGENDA/CHANGES to AGENDA
Bryan motions to accept the agenda as amended, seconded by Bethel, consent with 16 present
D. ACCEPTANCE of ACTION SUMMARY/MINUTES
Nathaly motions to approve the minutes from 04/08/2019 as is, seconded by Elizabeth, consent with 20 present
E. ANNOUNCEMENTS

F. WEEK IN REVIEW
1. Free Tuesday Film: Boy Erased- 04/08-
2. Storke Show: Mato Wayuhi & Treehorse- 04/11- good turn out, good energy, they are the ones to watch playlist, easy to

work with
3. Salsa Caliente- 04/12- fun show, people enjoyed themselves, issues with sound (monitors were fuzzy and microphones

kept cutting), ended at 10:45



4. QCom Co-Sponsor Drag Show- 04/11- packed show, turned out well, should keep supporting them, event sta� was
working

G. PREVIEW OF THE WEEK
1. Free Tuesday Film: Free Solo- 04/16- 6:30pm call time: Jazz, Kelsey, Kailah; 9:30pm call time: Bryan, Sarah, Niko
2. CupcakKe in the Hub- 04/17- Sarah: show is sold out, production load in at 3pm, tickets were $5 meant to go on sale at

10am on 4/10 but there were a lot of errors with the ticket o�ce even though we sent them the restrictions for
tickets, for anyone person that bought 2 tickets because of the lack of restriction one ticket will be refunded back and
put back on sale (around 120), corrected comp ticket issue, communication could have been clearer between ticket
o�ce and ASPB but our restrictions were sent out, emails were sent out last week telling GA people they could not
attend the show and students who bought 2 tickets that one will be refunded and the other will be on their access card
but apparently some people received blank emails so there may be a lot of confusion on day of show
Niko: blank emails were an accident, but he is pretty sure that real emails were sent out
Sarah: no professional cameras, same restrictions for show etc., we will have all new lights for this show, hospitality
will arrive at 5pm (Nat on at 4pm), Cupcakke has not responded about time of arrival but it has been asked of her to be
there at 6pm, sound check 6:45pm, aspb call time is 6:30pm, working: kailah anthony carla meagan jessica etc. kem’s
call time: 5pm (runner), Bethel not working, Chue is working the shift, event sta� will be there at 6:30pm, security
meeting at 8:15pm, doors open at 8:30pm, Cupcakke will go on at 10pm, show should end at 11pm, merch is unknown
but probably will not have merch, pub let Sarah know if any outside publicity contacts us, still waiting on insurance and
contract from cupcakke, opener’s insurance is in

3. Jaboukie Young-White Comedy Show- 04/18- Kiyomi: one opener for sure (30 min set), hosp: nat, bryan; general call
time 6pm meet in IV Theater, event starts at 7pm, should end around 9pm, clear theater by 9:30pm, tickets are at 323,
event sta� is good for 6pm as well
Ticket giveaway?- put it on financial action items but will decide if it is necessary closer to the show
Student opener options sent out on Friday:
Jazz: Matt is best choice
Kelsey: seconds what Jazz said, Matt has good stage presence and others seem less confident on stage
Bryan: likes Alejandra the most, the others seemed to not be able to hit their jokes
Jessica: Joe was on of her favorites, liked Alejandra
Niko: all a little awkward, Alejandra was least favorite but also because short video, Matt is probably our best choice
Do not forget to bring your ASPB badges

H. OLD BUSINESS
1. Big Storke Show- 04/29- Nat: Artist A- end at 2.5k, sent budget out last week, like a regular storke show, maybe

backline but no hosp.
Kelsey: it would be cool to have this type of artist come because the genre is di�erent from what we usually cater to
Sarah: 2.5k seems like a lot for an artist who is this small, show would be really cool but unsure if she would bring
more of a crowd than usual
Kem: would be more for this show if her o�er is on the lower end of the o�er, but would be cool to have a female artist
like this
Jazz: worried about the closeness of the show
Nat: if everyone is more comfortable, could send out just one o�er for 1.5k and if they pass we can get someone local
Bryan: the closer it gets, the harder it is for production
Sarah: one o�er sounds good, maybe try to send an o�er to an artist like Artist B because she may be around the same
price and would draw a bigger crowd
Kailah: we should get someone with a bigger name pull, but also time is closing and it would be better for us to push
back this show so publicity is not rushed
Lexie: agrees with what everyone is saying about spending more on an artist that is not that strong and it is on a
Monday afternoon and people may not come to an artist they do not know



2. Sunset Alternative Show- 05/03- scheduling issues, the calendar is booked, the only open day would be may 24 and
that is memorial day weekend, so this event looks like it is not going to happen

3. X’19- 05/19- Kailah: Artist C passed because going to be in Europe, Artist D for 4th and Artist E for 5th, maybe Artist F
for 4th and smaller 5th, o�er out for Artist G still for 40k for 3rd slot
Bryan: Artist F and small 5th, people talk of Artist D but Artist F has a big name pull
Kailah: if she passes at 30k then we will go for Artist D and Artist E
Kiyomi: seconds what bryan and kailah said, and it is going to be Asian History month in May so it would be nice to
have an asian artist
Chue: in support of Artist E because EDM and has more songs that are recognizable than Artist F, Artist F just has name
pull
Meagan: Artist E 1.3 million listeners, 60,000 listeners in L.A. and Artist F only has 20,000 listeners in L.A., Artist E:
biggest song 22 million, Artist F: 18 million
Niko: in favor of 5 artists rather than 4 to broaden the genres
Bryan: she can rap in korean, and can sing into a mic, and can get a crowd going, it would be a missed opportunity to
not get her
Nat: Artist H would be a great slot 4 if we can get her on the lower end of her o�er, upbeat music, great collaborations
Meagan: Artist I, has more listens than both Artist H and Artist F, can play instruments, etc.
Kailah: Artist I seems unlikely because more on the expensive end
Sarah: feels it is very important to have 2 female artists perform for X, if Artist F and Artist H pass then we should
pursue Artist J for 4th and Artist D for 5th
Artist K would be a great up and coming DJ she has collabs with Artist L and other prominent artists, feels like she is
going to blow up soon
Artist J did not draw in a crowd at Coachella and is another rapper on top of 2 rappers in slot 1 and 2

I. NEW BUSINESS

J. ACTION ITEMS
1. Big Storke Show- 4/25- Sarah: maybe pursue Artist C now that they passed for X in May, pursue Artist M or not 0-15-3,

no longer send o�er to Artist M

K. FINANCIAL ACTION ITEMS
1. Jaboukie Young-White Comedy Show- 04/18- Kiyomi motions to pass Matt Ducket with Joe Yuke as contingency

starting at $200 and ending at $200, seconded by Bryan, consent with 20 present
2. Big Storke Show- 04/29- Nathaly motions to pass $3350 with starting and ending at 1.5k for Artist A, seconded by

Kelsey, consent with 20 present
3. X’19- Kailah motions to pass Artist F for 4th slot starting and ending at 30-30k with Artist H as contingency starting at

30 and ending at 30k, seconded by Bryan, consent with 20 present
4. Kailah motions to pass Artist K for 5th slot at X’19 starting at 5k and ending at 12k, seconded by Meagan, pass with

15-3-2

L. REPORT
Facebook Factory/ Thursday Slide

The Marilyn Report

Commissioner's Report- apps are coming out tonight, they will be out for 2 weeks, one on one’s will still continue, sent out

doodle for hiring committee

Deputy Commissioner’s Report- quotes for shirts



Coordinators’ Reports

Anthony, Bethel, finished meetings last week with ambassadors

Carla, Emma, 61% sold for Jaboukie

Jessica, sign up to table

Kailah, X

Kelsey, Kiyomi, talk about David Hogg soon

Niko, X graphics

Sarah, Artist N passed but more money so another o�er, Artist C could be contingency

Waylon, Zack

Assistants’ Reports

Adam, production training might happen

Bryan, new cart for production

Chue Ching, Elizabeth, Kem, reschedule battle of the bands for 5/22 if bands get back by the end of the week then we will pursue

but if not then it will be cancelled

Meagan,

Nathaly- working on hosp for Jaboukie and Cupcakke

Senator’s Reports

Ashley, AS elections start Monday and end on Friday next week

Nima

ADJOURNMENT : 6:49pm

Artist Discussed: Gus Dapperton, Yeek, Flume, Anna Lunoe, Tierra Whack, Petit Biscuit, Elohim, Jessie Reyez, Yaeji, Big Wild, Boy

Pablo, Still Woozy, Ashe, Ezi


